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C. one GATM8 and one G4X16 
D. one GATM4 and one DSM16+ 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 24 
A customer is upgrading a BCM50 system from Rls. 2.0 to Rls. 3.0, and wants to preserve 
the data in the Network Elements tree. A backup of the BCM50 Rls. 2.0 system has already 
been made.Which two other tasks must be performed, before the upgrade can begin? 
(Choose two.) 

A. Perform a level 2 reset. 
B. Install Element Manager for BCM50 Rls. 3.0. 
C. Obtain a valid keycode for the upgrade. 
D. Uninstall the Element Manager for BCM50 Rls. 2.0. 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 25
 
Click the Exhibit button.
 
You are configuring a DTM in a new BCM450 main unit. You defined the start line as 001,
 
but you receive an error message when you click OK.What has to be done to resolve this
 
problem?
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A. Configure the DTM again and accept the default start line. 
B. Configure the DTM again and change the start line of the DTM to 008. 
C. Deconfigure the DTM and then reconfigure the DTM with a start line of 001. 
D. Deconfigure the DTM and then reconfigure the DTM with a start line of 002. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 26 
A customer is preparing to install a G4X16 module in a BCM450. They want the module to 
automatically download firmware upgrades. The country DIP switches (the right set of 
switches) must be confirmed they are in the correct position. What must the customer ensure 
about the country DIP switches? 

A. that all of the country DIP switches are set to Off 
B. that all of the country DIP switches are set to On 
C. that the first country DIP switch is set to Off and the rest are set to On 
D. that the first two country DIP switches are set to On and the rest are set to Off 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 27 
A point-to-point PRI on the BCM to a second BCM has been installed. The second BCM 
has a 6 digit DN length. Route 010, that has a Private "DN type", is being used. When 
making a call to the second BCM, only four digits are able to be dialed, and then a fast busy 
signal is received. Which process needs to be completed to correct this problem? 

A. The public DN length needs to be programmed for 6 digits. 
B. The private DN length needs to be programmed for 6 digits. 
C. The private network type needs to be programmed as UDP. 
D. The private network type needs to be programmed as CDP. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 28
 
Which statement about set templates is true?
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A. You can copy and paste a set template from one BCM to another. 
B. You can choose from three default templates named DN, PBX and DID on 
BCM450. 
C. You can use set templates to quickly assign voicemail mailboxes to several telephones at 
once. 
D. You can choose to backup and restore only set templates and exclude the remaining data. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 29
 
Which statement about changing schedule times is true?
 

A. Start and stop times can span days. 
B. Overlapping times cannot be assigned. 
C. If 00:00 is assigned as the start and stop time for a schedule, that schedule is in effect all 
day. 
D. It is only necessary to configure start and stop times for schedules that are activated 
automatically. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 30 
On a company's default system, six buses of DS30 channel blocks are assigned to Media Bay 
Modules (MBM) (2/6 channel split). The DS30 allocation needs to be changed to a 3/5 split 
to accommodate increased IP telephony requirements. How is this change accomplished? 

A. The BCM 200/400 assigns bus 6 to the system bus resource. 
B. The BCM 200/400 assigns bus 7 to the system bus resource. 
C. The BCM 200/400 assigns bus 6 to the system bus resource through the MBM dip 
switches. 
D. The BCM 200/400 assigns bus 7 to the system bus resource, although all telephony 
programming will be defaulted. 

Answer: B 
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